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ABSTRACT:
Experiments devoted to (he study of MHD activity have been carried out on TORE
SUPRA. The observed disruptions arc preceded by the growth of an m=2 N=l
rotating mode which locks when the magnetic field perturbation exceeds a
critical value. The mode locking is interpreted as a bifurcation of the mode
frequency. In addition, stabilization of the m=2 N=l tearing mode lias been
obtained with the Ergodic Divertor (ED).

EXPERIMENTAL CONDlTfONS :
The typical TS operational parameters are: Bt»3-4T, Ip-l.-1.9MA, qy «2.5-4., R»2.3-
2.4m, a= 0.7-0, 75m. The amplitude and frequency of the rotating mode arc
measured by an array of 16 poloidal pick-up coils. The radial field perturbation
8Br induced by the locked mode is detected by a combination of four saddle loops.
Electron temperature profiles given by ECE measurements are used to calculate
the cylindrical current density profiles from the Spitzer resistivity and the
induction law. The stability of these profiles is analyzed with a A " code. This
analysis, provides a reasonable agreement with the observed MHD activity.

EXPERIMENT AI
a)Stability analysis: Figure 1 shows MHD activity during a pellet

fuelled discharge with saturated first wall (i.e without pumping capability). The
amplitude of the m=2 N=l instability grows with pellet number. Mode locking
occurs at the fourth injected pellet and a disruption is triggered by the fifth one,
The evolution of the current density profile is shown figure 2. The computed
profile (a) at t=3s is marginally stable ( A' « 0.4). At t=3.1s, the profile (b) gives a
positive A '*» 2.4 consistent with the growth of the m=2 N=l mode. During the
locked mode the profile (c) at t=3.5s exhibits a sharp current density gradient
inside the q=2 surface and consequently leads to a larger A' value (A" * 9.5).

Figure 3 shows an m=2 N=l mode stabilization experiment by the ED at q^=2.5.
During the plasma current flat top the saturated m=2 N=l rotating mode
(8B0/Be~3.10'4; v «1.5 kHz) is stabilized when the ED is applied. This stabilization
is not a mode locking : 869, 5Br undetectabled and 0)2 unchanged. It may be due to a
change in the current density gradients and to the related A ' values. In fact,
inside the ergodic layer the enhanced resistivity increases the inward diffusion
of the current leading to a higher current density gradient at the confined
plasma edge . In the same time this gradient flattens around the q=2 surface (fig
4). Computed A' values are indeed negative with ED and positive without. Though
the ED magnetic perturbation is resonant at q^«3 the stabilisation of this mode is
observed for 2.5<qv<4. At the resonance the usual effect of the ED is to decrease



particule diffusion in the ergodic layer. However this effect is much lower at
q\t>=2,5, where it is possible to maintain or to rise slowly the plasma density by
adjusting the gas puff. Therefore at qy=2,5 the m-2 N=l stabilization cannot be
attributed to a change of plasma density. The use of the ED to control the shape of
(he current density profile and the plasma density seems to be an open way to
prevent major disruptions.

b)Mode locking: On TORE SUPRA, in most cases, disruptions arc
triggered by the growth of the m=2 N=l tearing mode. The whole pre-disrupiivc
process which is terminated ' y the thermal quench evolves on a time scale
varying from 50-300ms. The mode rotates during 10-20ms at a frequency of 1.5-2.5
kHz depending on the average plasma density . The algebraic growth rate of 5Bo
is then of the order of 610~-T/s (figure 5(a)). The locking occurs at an amplitude
threshold of 5Bg/BQ=3. 10'3 corresponding to an half island width 52*"Jcm. The
mode ficqucncy falls from 1. kHz to a very small value in a typical lime of few
milliseconds. During this time the radial magnetic perturbation SBr at the wall
small before locking increases at a value of order of SBo and then continue to
grow on a characteristic time of IQms up to a value 5Br/Bo " 1% (Figure 5(b)), The
m=2 N=l locked mode saturates or slowly evolves in a time scale of 50 • 200 m.i
before the thermal quench.

THEORETICAL MODEL:
The theoretical tools arc described in detail in [1,2]. Let us recall the basic ideas,
The mode locking process consists of a bifurcation of the mode from a rotating
state forbidding the 5B r penetration within the wall to a quasi stationary repine
where this penetration has become possible. In order to give the mode level at
which bifurcation takes place, the self consistency of the m=2 N=l tearing mode is
expressed through the cxtrcmalizcd value of the functional: F(VÎNO=FMHD+F2+F,v

with respect to V. Here -FjvjHD PI is the potential energy of the mode outside the

resonant layer at r=n and the wall at r=rw. The functionals F ;> .Fw represent
the transferred powers by the mode to the q=2 layer and to the wall respectively.
The cxtrcmalizcd value of FMHD «s:

where the â's and the coupling coefficient C determine the logarithmic slope

jump of V across the resonant layer. S=4ji-R , R is the major radius.

Inside the q=2 resonant layer, F2(V*V) is calculated supposing a non linear
regime where the electrons reach a thcrmodynamtcal equilibrium over each
perturbed magnetic surface. The calculations [4] lead to the following
expression of F 2:

2

where R2=0.8.(|io62r2/1l')) reflects the Rutherford current < §2 >s ** half island

width , r\^ is the resistivity at r, ).For small islands K2=44jiQ-=r~ ([LShcarR)~D/§2

represents the effect of the transverse electron diffusion ( coefficient D) and «o*
is the diamagnctic electron frequency. The wall interacts with the mode through
the functional Fw which is given by :
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where Rw=(|i08w''w/nw). In the stationnary state the plasma rotation frequency

results from the balance of the toroidal force exerted by the mode on the
resonant island and the viscosity force.
This leads to the expression of Nfi(r2) :

a
where a = 2Nnlog( — ) - *• — ~ — 7 : Dv is the viscosity diffusion coefficient and inr

most cases a» 1. By expressing that T has an cxircmum with respect to V~ and V „,
4« VV

one obtains the dispersion relation in CO and Y. Elimination of the growth rate Y

leads to the following bifurcation equation in CO:

CO <u A2 C2

— (1--TKH- - - — r) = *2 <n
®î W «o/(o!.no) K'2Rwa>r

where A = U~y (A'2 /R2-A'w /Rw ) 5 "0= W+R2 /K2) î Ko* * Ktfd+o)- 8J4.
012

The bifurcation scheme is represented on fig.6.
Eq.(l) shows that when 4C2/(K'2RW<D$2 )« 1 i.e. 82 £4cm, ihc mode slops to rotate as

it is observed experimentally. The bifurcation reflects that when K$ * 82" 4

becomes too small the mode frequency is no longer determined by the electron
diamagnctism at r=ri but rather is given by the coupling with the wall. The
transition occurs on a time scale of the order of the time penetration of lite mode
through the wall i.e. t * uQ5wr A\ « 10ms (cf fig.5). During this transition the

plasma rotation frequency Nîï changes significantly only near the resonant
layer. Then it is transported by a viscosity process in the bulk at a distance L*r2

away from the q=2 surface on a larger time scale Dy"1 L2 - I00-200ms [5].
CONCLUSION-.

The A ' analysis of the current density profiles derived from ECE
measurements allows to understand the MHD activity in TORE SUPRA.

The m=2 N=l tearing mode stabilization observed in presence of Ergodic
Divertor points out the crucial influence of the current density gradients around
the q=2 surface. It suggests a possibility to control the disruption which will be
tested in further experiments.

We have also presented a model for mode locking which involves non
linear coupling mechanisms of the mode with the resonant layer. This model
allows to explain both the bifurcation threshold and the observed time scales for
the rapid quench of the mode and plasma rotation frequencies.
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